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Balti in Pakistan 

  

 
 
 
 
The Balti is an ethnic group of Tibetan origin that live in the arid Karakoram 
Mountains of northern Pakistan. This region is known as Baltistan. It is one of the 
only two known Tibetan groups that have converted to Islam. This possibly occurred 
because of outside contacts in the form of trade, diplomatic ties, military raids, or 
migrations of Muslim peoples. Although the Tibetans in Pakistan have been Muslim 
for more than 500 years, their Tibetan roots can still be seen in their architecture, 
clothing, food, folklore, and language. 
 
The mountains are rugged and harsh, receiving only six inches of rain annually; 
therefore, the Balti depend heavily on glacial runoff to irrigate their crops. Apricots 
are a staple fruit, and the Balti people even eat the pits. Butter tea is a primary 
staple. 
 
Today, many Balti adhere to Sufism, which has been described as “Islamic 
mysticism”. A small majority are Shia Muslims. A smaller number of them are Sunni 
Muslims like the Pakistani majority. They have Muslim training schools taught by 
spiritual guides who have attained a certain degree of spirituality. Their Tibetan 
Buddhist roots show through when they continue to practise Bon, the Tibetan form of 
shamanism. 
 

● Pray for the skirmishes near the Balti to end, for the safety of the people and for mission 

work to become possible. 
● Pray for their physical and spiritual needs to be met by medical teams, humanitarian aid 

workers and the loving hands of God. 

● Pray for spiritual hunger, easy access to the Gospel, and a powerful movement to Christ 

among the Balti. 

“For we do not wrestle against flesh and blood, but against the rulers, against the authorities, against 
the cosmic powers over this present darkness, against the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly 
places.” 
Ephesians 6:12 
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Population 

45,000 

Main Language 

Balti 

Largest Religion 

Islam (100%) 

Christian 

0.00% 

https://www.joshuaproject.net/people_groups/14256/PK#gjdgxs
https://www.joshuaproject.net/languages/pbu
https://www.joshuaproject.net/religions/6
https://www.joshuaproject.net/people_groups/15460/TH#30j0zll

